Nonlinear optical properties of integrated GeSbS chalcogenide waveguides
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In this paper, we report the experimental characterization of highly nonlinear GeSbS chalcogenide glass waveguides. We used a single-beam characterization protocol that accounts for the magnitude and sign of the real and imaginary parts of the third-order nonlinear susceptibility of integrated GeSbS (GeSbS) chalcogenide glass waveguides in the near-infrared wavelength range at \( \lambda = 1580 \) nm. We measured a waveguide nonlinear parameter of \( 7.0 \pm 0.7 \) \( \text{W}^{-1} \cdot \text{m}^{-1} \), which corresponds to a nonlinear refractive index of \( n_e = (0.93 \pm 0.08) \times 10^{-18} \text{m}^2/\text{W} \), comparable to that of silicon, but with an 80 times lower two-photon absorption coefficient \( \beta_{\text{TPA}} = (0.010 \pm 0.003) \text{cm/GW} \), accompanied with linear propagation losses as low as 0.5 dB/cm. The outstanding linear and nonlinear properties of GeSbS, with a measured nonlinear figure of merit \( \text{FOM}_{\text{TPA}} = 6.0 \pm 1.4 \) at \( \lambda = 1580 \) nm, ultimately make it one of the most promising integrated platforms for the realization of nonlinear functionalities.

OCIS codes: (130.3130) Integrated optics materials; (160.4330) Nonlinear optical materials; (190.4390) Nonlinear optics, integrated optics.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Chalcogenide glasses appear as a very promising solution for the implementation of high-performance integrated optical waveguides [1], as they provide a wide range of compelling properties, including strong light confinement, broadband transparency in the visible and infrared wavelength ranges, material engineering based on tailorable alloy composition, low phonon energies, and remarkably large nonlinearities (400 times higher than in silica [2]).

These kinds of glasses are typically formed by alloying chalcogen elements, such as S, Se, and Te, with network forming elements like As, Sb, or Ge. As-based chalcogenides have demonstrated outstanding nonlinear properties, e.g., showing ultra-wideband supercontinuum generation in optical fibers [3] and integrated waveguides [4]. However, despite the important glass-forming role of arsenic in many infrared glass compositions, its toxicity in its elemental form can often limit its use. On the other hand, ternary Ge-Sb-S chalcogenides allow flexible bandgap engineering by composition tuning, while providing high refractive indices (>2) and broadband transparency (from the visible up to mid-infrared wavelengths). Specifically, the Ge\(_{23}\)Sb\(_7\)S\(_{70}\) chalcogenide has shown a great potential for the implementation of flexible photonic components [5] and mid-infrared devices [6]. Preliminary experimental characterizations of integrated Ge\(_{23}\)Sb\(_7\)S\(_{70}\) waveguides in the near-infrared showed a remarkably large nonlinear refractive index \( n_e = 3.17 \times 10^{-18} \text{m}^2/\text{W} \) with a nonlinear effective susceptibility of 7 \( \text{W}^{-1} \cdot \text{m}^{-1} \) [7]. The waveguide used supported more than one transverse mode, which may have an influence on the measurement of the Kerr nonlinearity. Recently, nonlinear characterizations of GeSbSe chalcogenide thin films have been reported with a Kerr coefficient 9 times larger than in GeSbS materials [8], as the substitution of sulfur by selenium allows an increase in \( n_e \) [9]. Nevertheless, as this approach decreases the material bandgap, GeSbSe chalcogenide materials support a higher two-photon absorption (TPA) coefficient \( \beta_{\text{TPA}} \), corresponding to a nonlinear figure of merit \( \text{FOM}_{\text{TPA}} = n_e/(\lambda \beta_{\text{TPA}}) \) comprised between 1.3 and 2.6 at \( \lambda = 1550 \) nm [8].

In this paper, we have specifically designed and fabricated Ge\(_{23}\)Sb\(_7\)S\(_{70}\) (GeSbS) waveguides operating in a single-mode...
regime in the near-infrared and with linear propagation losses as low as 0.5 dB/cm. This result at wavelengths around 1550 nm is on par with the state of the art of other families of chalcogenide glasses, such as 0.05 dB/cm loss in As2S3, although it is measured in a large-core rib so not directly comparable to a small-core strip [10], 0.52 dB/cm in hot embossed As2S3 smaller rib waveguides [11] or 1.2 ± 0.6 dB/cm in rib waveguides fabricated with Te-Ge-Se ternary systems [12]. The nonlinear GeSbS waveguide characterization has been performed at 1580 nm by combining a bidirectional top-hat spectral broadening measurement and a dispersive scan (D-Scan) experiment [13,14]. The bidirectional nonlinear characterization enables an accurate measurement of the coupling efficencies, which is essential to quantify the injected power and therefore the effective third-order nonlinear susceptibilities of the waveguide. The real part of the latter implies a modification of the refractive index through the optical nonlinear Kerr refractive index, $n_2$, whereas its imaginary part induces an excess of loss as the injected power in the waveguide increases, and is related to the TPA coefficient $\beta_{\text{TPA}}$. Our measurements confirm the large positive $n_2 = +0.93 \pm 0.08 \times 10^{-12}$ m²/W in Ge23Sb7S70 glass and show a non-negligible TPA coefficient $\beta_{\text{TPA}} = (1.0 \pm 0.3) \times 10^{-13}$ m/W, revealing in the near-infrared an FOM$_{\text{TPA}} = 6.0 \pm 1.4$ around 15, 45, and 2.3 times larger than that of silicon, Ge$_{28.1}$Sb$_{6.3}$Se$_{65.6}$, and Ge$_{19.4}$Sb$_{16.7}$Se$_{63.9}$, respectively.

2. SAMPLE FABRICATION

To fabricate the chalcogenide waveguides, a 420 nm thick GeSbS layer is evaporated on an oxide coated silicon wafer. The waveguides are defined by electron beam lithography and a reactive ion etching (RIE) is carried out. An SU8 polymer cladding is then deposited by spin coating. The specific details on the material and fabrication flow can be found in Ref. [15]. Figure 1(a) shows a scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image of the fabricated layer stack. Strip waveguides with 420 nm height and 800 nm width are used to provide single-mode operation for the transverse-electric (TE) polarized mode in the near-infrared. The high index contrast and tight core dimensions result in a fundamental TE mode depicted in Fig. 1(b), with a nonlinear area of $A_{NL} = 0.53 \mu m^2$, calculated from

$$A_{NL} = \left( \frac{\int \text{Re}[\tilde{\chi} \times \tilde{b}] \cdot dz \Delta z}{\varepsilon_0 c^2 \int S_{NL} n_0 |\tilde{e}|^2 d^2r} \right)^2,$$

where $\tilde{e}$ and $\tilde{b}$ are, respectively, the electric and magnetic field distributions, $\tilde{z}$ is a unit vector in the propagation direction, $\varepsilon_0$ and $c$ are the permittivity and the speed of light in vacuum, $n_0$ denotes the linear refractive index, and $S_{NL}$ defines the nonlinear material area (i.e., the waveguide core). The contributions to the waveguide nonlinearity from the silicon dioxide and the SU8 are neglected due to their substantially smaller nonlinear material coefficients [16,17] and due to the weak fraction of the modal energy in the SU8 and silica boxes, respectively, calculated to 22.5% and 10% using Numerical MODE solutions. After a frequency analysis of the simulated structures, we have calculated a propagation constant $\beta = 7.06 \times 10^6$ m$^{-1}$, group index $n_g = 2.24$ and dispersion coefficient $\beta_2 = 0.975$ ps$^2$/m for the TE fundamental mode at 1580 nm wavelength. As the difference between the group index and the material index is not considerable (<3%), the enhancement factor has been neglected. Linear characterizations of the fabricated strip waveguides have been performed by recording spectral transmission with a tunable extended cavity laser diode from 1510 to 1610 nm, as shown in Fig. 1(c). From complementary measurements with ring resonators, we have determined linear propagation losses as low as (0.5 ± 0.1) dB/cm at 1580 nm [15], corresponding to the highest loss of (1.5 ± 0.2) dB/cm at lower wavelengths.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

To measure the real and imaginary parts of the third-order nonlinear susceptibility of the fabricated waveguides and extract its TPA figure of merit, FOM$_{\text{TPA}}$, we have implemented a top-hat bidirectional nonlinear transmission method. This approach provides a precise measurement of the fraction of incident power that is injected inside the waveguide, assessing with accuracy the magnitude of the waveguide effective nonlinearities. A complementary D-Scan measurement [14] is used to determine the sign of the real effective susceptibility. The D-Scan method adapts the widely used Z-Scan method for bulk material to the nonlinear characterization of waveguides [18]. In the Z-Scan, the nonlinear bulk material behaves as a spatial Kerr lens, focusing or defocusing a strong incident beam according to the nonlinear material properties [19]. In an analogous way, a waveguide tested under D-Scan acts as a temporal Kerr lens, modifying the spectral width of the output pulses [14]. Whereas the spatial beam extension is measured in Z-Scan by translating the material position throughout the focused beam location, the output spectral behaviors are recorded in D-Scan by varying the linear chirp coefficient applied on the incident pulses.

Optical pulses from a mode-locked erbium-doped fiber laser (150 fs pulse duration at a repetition rate of 50 MHz) are sent through a grating-based pulse shaper, which generates rectangular-like spectra with a linewidth of 7.3 nm and introduces an adjustable second-order dispersion coefficient $\phi^{(2)}$. This
second-order term corresponds to the same dispersion order induced by the propagation of the pulse in a dispersive waveguide ($\beta_2$). The chosen spectral shape improves the measurement sensitivity on the spectral broadening related to the Kerr-induced self-phase modulation (SPM) effect [20]. This enhanced sensitivity is due to the steeper spectral gradient in the rectangular-like shape edges, allowing the more accurate detection of nonlinearly generated frequencies in the wings. The measured auto-correlation pulse duration at $\phi^{(2)} = 0 \text{ ps}^2$ is 2 ps, close to the Fourier-limit [21]. Following the injection inside a 2 m long polarization maintaining (PM) fiber (from which the small nonlinear contribution has been characterized and considered), a microscope objective is used to inject the chirped pulses into the chalcogenide waveguide with a geometrical length $L = 1$ cm. A simplified scheme of the bidirectional setup is presented in Fig. 2(a), for which a detailed description is given in Ref. [14]. This setup allows us to perform two counter-directional nonlinear transmissions by connecting a set of PM fibers. The incident average power $P_{\text{in}}$ is measured at the output of the pulse shaper, while the power after the integrated waveguide under study is measured by integrating the spectra recorded with an optical spectrum analyzer (OSA) over all the wavelengths, as shown in Fig. 2(a). In order to recover the real power injected inside the waveguide for both directions, we take into account the coupling efficiencies $\kappa_{FA}$ and $\kappa_{FB}$ from both waveguide facets and the losses introduced by the set of PM fibers on the injection and output sides of the setup, respectively, denoted $\kappa_{\text{inj}}^{(1,2)}$ and $\kappa_{\text{OSA}}^{(1,2)}$, where the superscripts 1 and 2 refer to the injection directions identified in Fig. 2(a).

Outgoing spectra registered for average input powers $P_{\text{in}}$ comprised between 2 and 11 mW, and setting $\phi^{(2)} = 0 \text{ ps}^2$, are plotted in Fig. 2(b) for both injection directions 1 and 2. The increase in the spectral broadening with $P_{\text{in}}$ and the symmetric shape of the spectra [as illustrated in Fig. 2(c) for $P_{\text{in}} = 11$ mW], emphasize an SPM effect induced by an intensity-dependent optical Kerr phase shift. In addition, symmetric spectra qualitatively demonstrate the absence of slow effects changing the refractive index, ensuring that the instantaneous Kerr optical effect is the source of the refractive index variation. Actually, the variation of the output power presents a linear dependence on the input power (curve not given), meaning that the TPA effect is negligible. Finally, one can notice from Fig. 2(c) that the spectral broadening differs with the facet selected for the injection, as a larger spectral broadening can be observed with an injection through the facet A, which corresponds to the direction 1 shown in Fig. 2(a). This comparison underlines the common inaccurate assumption $\kappa_{FA} = \kappa_{FB}$ and the necessity in measuring the coupling efficiencies, which is rarely detailed in the literature, even though it is critical for the nonlinear characterization of high-index contrast integrated devices.

The rectangular or top-hat like spectral shape used for the input pulses, associated with a 40 dB dynamic measurement on the output spectra, enables us to detect SPM spectral broadening at very low power, anticipating nonlinear phase shift measurements with a high sensitivity. To estimate the nonlinear phase shift, we have simulated the SPM effect on the pulses through their propagation in a nonlinear Kerr medium. Neglecting TPA, the nonlinear phase shift is quantified by the relation

$$\phi_{\text{NL}}^{(1,2)} = \frac{k_0 n_2}{A_{\text{NL}}} P_{\text{in}}^{(1,2)} L_{\text{eff}} = \gamma_{\text{NL}}^{(1,2)} \kappa_{\text{inj}}^{(1,2)} \kappa_{\text{OSA}}^{(1,2)} P_{\text{in}} L_{\text{eff}},$$

where $L_{\text{eff}} = (1 - e^{-\alpha L})/\alpha = 9.4 \text{ mm}$, with $\alpha$ being the linear propagation loss. The parameter $\eta$ links the injected peak power $P_{\text{p}}^{(1,2)}$ and the incident average power through $P_{\text{p}}^{(1)} = \kappa_{\text{inj}}^{(1)} \kappa_{FA} \eta P_{\text{in}}$ and $P_{\text{p}}^{(2)} = \kappa_{\text{inj}}^{(2)} \kappa_{FB} \eta P_{\text{in}}$, and is defined by $\eta = 1/[F \int_0^1 |U(t)|^2 dt]$ with $U(t)$ being the temporal pulse shape and $F$ the repetition rate of the laser. The parameter $\gamma_{\text{NL}}^{(1,2)} = k_0 n_2 A_{\text{NL}}$ denotes the effective waveguide nonlinear susceptibility, which characterizes the nonlinear performance of the waveguide.

To analyze quantitatively the spectral features, the root mean squared (r.m.s.) widths $\Delta \nu$ of the measured output spectra are plotted with open circles as a function of $P_{\text{in}}$ in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b), respectively, for the injection directions 1 and 2. Next, we have calculated the spectral broadening of pulses with an envelope shape $U(t) = \sin(\pi t)/\pi t$, where $a = 2.317 \text{ ps}^{-1}$ to match with the autocorrelation measurement of the input pulse. The pulse shaper characterization is detailed in Ref. [21]. The output spectra are numerically calculated following the Fourier transform of the pulse envelope at the waveguide output given by $A(L,t) = U(t) \exp(j \phi_{\text{NL}}(L,t))$ with $\phi_{\text{NL}}(L,t) = \phi_{\text{NL}}^{(1)} |U(t)|^2$. By doing so, we have neglected the dispersion effect of the waveguide as the dispersion length ($L_D = \frac{T_0^2}{\delta^2}$) is equal to 1.48 m, being much longer than the waveguide length. Notice that the pulse intensity $I_0 = |U(0,t)|^2$ can be considered constant along $z$ no TPA, low linear absorption. The calculated output spectrum is then simply given by processing the Fourier transform of $U(\varepsilon, t)$. Varying the nonlinear phase shift $\phi_{\text{NL}}^{(1,2)}$, with values given on the top axis, the r.m.s. widths of the simulated spectra are plotted with solid lines in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b).
By using the one-to-one correspondence between experimental and simulated $2\sigma$ values, a relation between the nonlinear phase shift $\phi_{NL}$ and the average input power $P_{in}$ can be plotted for the two directions as shown in the insets of Figs. 3(a) and 3(b). As expected from Eq. (2), the nonlinear phase shift for both directions linearly varies with the incident power. Following a linear fit, one finds $\phi^{(1)}_{inj} = (0.0540 \pm 0.0006)P_{in}$ and $\phi^{(2)}_{inj} = (0.036 \pm 0.001)P_{in}$, for directions 1 and 2, respectively. The ratio between the two slopes gives $\kappa^{(1)}_{inj}/\kappa^{(2)}_{inj} = 1.50\kappa^{(1)}_{FA}/\kappa^{(2)}_{FB}$. The losses $\kappa^{(1)}_{inj}$ and $\kappa^{(2)}_{inj}$ are determined by measuring the beam power in various locations of the setup [see Fig. 2(a)], and they are, respectively, equal to 25% and 26%, implying that the ratio $\kappa^{(1)}_{FA}/\kappa^{(2)}_{FB} = 1.56$. A second relation between the efficiencies $\kappa^{(1)}_{FA}$ and $\kappa^{(2)}_{FB}$ can be derived using the measured linear dependence between $P_{out}$ and $P_{in}$, for which the linear fit gives $P_{out} = 0.0019P_{in}$. Knowing that $P_{out} = \kappa^{(1)}_{inj}\kappa^{(1)}_{FA}\kappa^{(1)}_{ota}P_{in}$, and measuring on the bench $\kappa^{(1)}_{ota} = 24\%$, one finds a second relation $\kappa^{(1)}_{FA}/\kappa^{(2)}_{FB} = 0.32$. Combining those two relations between the coupling efficiencies achieved through each facet of the waveguide, their values are measured equal to $\kappa^{(1)}_{FA} = (22.5 \pm 0.2)\%$ and $\kappa^{(2)}_{FB} = (14.5 \pm 0.4)\%$, where the uncertainties are calculated from the 95% confidence intervals for the various fit coefficients.

By using the relation in Eq. (2) and knowing the coupling efficiencies, it is possible to quantify the effective real nonlinear susceptibility $|\gamma^{\text{eff}}| \approx (7.0 \pm 0.7) \text{ W}^{-1} \cdot \text{m}^{-1}$. It is worth noticing that our characterization has been performed in a single-mode waveguide with a constant transverse-mode area and taking special care of the measurement of the injected power.

From the calculation of the effective nonlinear area using the mode distribution depicted in Fig. 1, and from the relation $\gamma^{\text{eff}} = \kappa_n\kappa_{NL}$, the nonlinear refractive index of the GeSbS chalcogenide material is measured equal to $n_{NL} = (0.93 \pm 0.08) \times 10^{-18} \text{ m}^2/\text{W}$, which remains in the same order of magnitude as silicon and two orders of magnitude larger than that of silicon dioxide.

Up to this point, all measurements were carried out with no chirp pulses, setting $\phi^{(2)} = 0 \text{ ps}^2$. To define the sign and verify the magnitude of the measured nonlinear refractive index, we have performed a D-Scan measurement [13] adapted for integrated devices [14]. Setting the incident power to 10 mW and the direction 1, output spectra are recorded for various second-order dispersion coefficients $\phi^{(2)}$ applied to the injected pulse by means of the pulse shaper. The evolution of the spectra with $\phi^{(2)}$ is shown in Fig. 4(a), from which the r.m.s. spectral linewidth $\sigma$ is measured and plotted with $\phi^{(2)}$ in Fig. 4(c) (dots). The latter curve follows a dispersive shape nearby $\phi^{(2)} = 0$, and a maximum broadening is reached in the normal dispersion regime ($\phi^{(2)} > 0$), implying that $n_2 > 0$ and $\gamma^{\text{eff}} > 0$ for GeSbS at 1580 nm. For large dispersion coefficients, either positive or negative, the pulse duration is too large to efficiently generate SPM-induced spectral broadening, and $\sigma$ tends to its linear value.

As done previously, the spectral broadening experienced by the chirped sinus cardinal shaped pulses can be calculated for different nonlinear phase shift $\phi_{NL}$ and $\phi^{(2)}$ values. Using the previously determined values for the coupling efficiencies and $\gamma^{\text{eff}}$, the calculated output spectra at $P_{in} = 10 \text{ mW}$ [corresponding to a measured $\phi_{NL} = 0.54 \text{ rad}$ at $\phi^{(2)} = 0$; see Fig. 3(a)] and for $\phi^{(2)}$ comprised between -3 to +3 ps$^2$, are plotted in Fig. 4(b). The evolution of the related r.m.s. spectral linewidth $\sigma$ with $\phi^{(2)}$ is reported in Fig. 4(c) in solid line. The agreement between the experimental and simulated behaviors for the r.m.s. spectral linewidth confirms the magnitude of the nonlinear refractive index $n_2$ measured in our experiment.

To quantify the TPA effect, we modified the original setup by removing the PM fibers in order to increase the injected power. Note that a bidirectional nonlinear transmission cannot
be conducted with this modified setup, as the coupling efficiency at each facet and for the two directions cannot be kept equal anymore. As a result of the higher available power, we can achieve larger spectral broadening as shown in Fig. 5(b) and try to detect possible power-dependent losses. The direction of the light injection is kept from the facet A of the sample. In Fig. 5(c), the ratio $P_{in}/P_{out}$ between the input and output average powers versus $P_{in}$ is presented. Under TPA effect, this ratio is expected to linearly vary with the input power following [14,22]

$$\frac{P_{in}}{P_{out}} = \frac{\beta_{TPA}L_{eff}}{P_{in}} + \frac{1}{\kappa_{FA}L_{OSA}P_{in}L} \approx bP_{in} + a,$$

(3)

where the slope $b$ is related to the TPA nonlinear losses. Using a linear fit plotted with a solid line in Fig. 5(c), one may extract the two-photon absorption coefficient ($\beta_{TPA}$) through

$$\beta_{TPA} = \frac{b}{a} \frac{A_{NL}}{\kappa_{FA}P_{in}L_{eff}},$$

(4)

where the fit values $a$ and $b$ are $(1001 \pm 4)$ and $(2.6 \pm 0.4) \text{ mW}^{-1}$, respectively. However, the coupling efficiency $\kappa_{FA}$ remains unknown. We have used a dagger ($\dagger$) to denote different coupling efficiencies as the injection conditions were modified. Considering that the real part of the effective waveguide nonlinear susceptibility ($\gamma_{eff}$) is known, the new coupling efficiency $\kappa_{FA}$ can be extracted from the spectral broadening measured at low powers (where the TPA is negligible). In Fig. 5(a), we have followed the procedure applied above in the bidirectional nonlinear transmission to trace back the relation between the nonlinear phase shift and the input power, which shows $\phi_{NL}^{(SA)} = |\gamma_{eff}|\kappa_{FA}P_{out}L_{eff}P_{in} = (0.097 \pm 0.003)P_{in}$, enabling us to determine $\kappa_{FA} = 97/((|\gamma_{eff}|\eta L_{eff}) = (10 \pm 1)\%$.

Finally, and using the relation in Eq. (4), we estimate a non-negligible TPA coefficient $\beta_{TPA}$ of $(1.0 \pm 0.3) \times 10^{-13} \text{ m/W}$. The band gap of the GeSbS films is around 2.5 eV [7], meaning that the energy of two photons at 1580 nm is not enough to promote one electron from the valence band to the conduction band. Still, there could be other sources of power-dependent losses, such as nonlinear absorption due to band tail states [2]. Further studies may be required to establish the source of the observed power evolution trends. Nevertheless, this second-order nonlinear loss is more than 80 times smaller than that of silicon at this wavelength [23].

In conclusion, we can estimate the TPA figure of merit $FOM_{TPA} = n_{2}/(\lambda_{0}\beta_{TPA}) \approx 6.0 \pm 1.4$. This represents one of the highest nonlinear figure of merits accompanied with small propagation losses reported in integrated photonic materials at telecom wavelengths [24].

We have summarized the main experimental values in Table 1.

### Table 1. Experimental Values at $\lambda = 1580$ nm

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\kappa_{FA}$</td>
<td>$(22.5 \pm 0.2)%$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\kappa_{FB}$</td>
<td>$(14.5 \pm 0.4)%$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\eta$</td>
<td>14,600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\kappa_{FA}^\dagger$</td>
<td>$(10 \pm 1)%$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$n_{2}$</td>
<td>$(0.93 \pm 0.08) \times 10^{-18} \text{ m}^2/\text{W}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOM$_{TPA}$</td>
<td>6.0 ± 1.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 4. CONCLUSION

We have used a precise single-beam top-hat bidirectional nonlinear transmission to simultaneously and accurately measure the coupling efficiencies of the integrated waveguide and the magnitude of the effective waveguide Kerr coefficient ($\gamma_{eff}$). We have verified these measurements and determined the positive sign of the nonlinear refractive index $\gamma_{eff}$ of the material by performing a D-Scan experiment. The measured $n_{2}$ value for the GeSbS-based waveguide is of the same order of silicon, but with substantially lower nonlinear loss, resulting in a nonlinear figure of merit $FOM_{TPA} \approx 6.0 \pm 1.4$, which is 15 times larger than in silicon. The remarkable nonlinear property, together with the low linear propagation loss (of $\sim 0.5 \text{ dB/cm}$), places these GeSbS chalcogenide waveguides as a very promising As-free nonlinear integrated platform, thereby opening a new route for the realization of a myriad of on-chip nonlinear functionalities. These emerging applications include, among others, supercontinuum and frequency comb generation with a tremendous beneficial impact in applications like high-resolution signal processing, optical frequency metrology, and micro-spectroscopy.
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